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The future of education facilities: Creating spaces
where learning happens everywhere
The art of designing schools lies not in just understanding what makes a functional classroom, but in how successful
we are in creating a wide array of educational options for teachers and students within the school environment.
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T

he future of learning environments starts with the teacher. They are the facilitators to their students’ education, the curators of
learning, and they play a crucial role in the next generation’s growth. Teachers are at the front line of education innovation, and
they are well aware that the physical environment can make or break creativity and innovation. So how are we, as architects, using the
physical learning spaces—formal and informal—to assist our teachers’ creative development as instructors? How can the educational
environment further strengthen our children’s growth and learning?
Initially, educators and designers believed that learning occurred inside the classroom with the teacher being the carrier of knowledge.
Today, the idea that education happens only in the con ned walls of a classroom has become outdated. The understanding that
learning happens everywhere is driving the future of education and the facilities we are designing.1
Knowing this, the art of designing schools lies not in just understanding what makes a functional classroom, but in how successful we
are in creating a wide array of educational options for teachers and students within the school environment. A variety of spatial
opportunities, indoors and outdoors, provides teachers the literal and gurative space to explore, experiment, and tailor lessons to the
needs of the students and the curriculum.

LEARNING HAPPENS EVERYWHERE
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‘Education must shi
from instruction to
discovery — to probing
and exploration …’
— Marshall McLuhan,
educator and
communications
theorist

Learning linked with meaningful experiences has been shown to signi cantly improve
retention.2 Providing meaningful educational opportunities in a wide variety of settings helps
teachers make sure that learning can happen anywhere. For example:
A Terrain of Learning. Weaving the natural environment of the site into the school building can
provide learning opportunities that engage students through exploration and play. At Riverview
Elementary classroom neighborhoods face the wetland that claims a large portion of the
campus. A winding trail carves a path through and around the wetland where botanical signage
identi es native plants and lookouts provide places for pause and observation. A timeline of the
site's geological history is embedded in the porous concrete pathway around the play elds,
chronicling ancient periods of local glaciation.

Educational Way nding. At Playa Vista Elementary a treasure hunt of sustainable initiatives on campus was created to teach students
about native vegetation, sustainable practices, and environmental stewardship. A large etched brass panel describes 20 di erent
sustainable strategies implemented throughout the school and directs students to areas on campus where they can see the strategies in
action.
Learning in the Garden. At Cherry Crest Elementary, raised planter beds on the roof garden provide an opportunity for students to
grow fruits and vegetables, while studying the science of nutrition, horticulture, and the importance of soil, e ects of erosion and the
water cycle.3
Tracking Energy Use. As a sustainable prototype for the Renton School District, the Secondary Learning Center utilizes LED accent
lighting throughout the school to track energy and water use. The lights change color to re ect the level of resources being used in
di erent sections of the building in real time, encouraging both sta and students to be engaged in sustainable practices.
Trigger the Senses. Using color, light, and materials incorporated throughout the school facility, and simultaneously encouraging
hands-on learning, can play a powerful role in a student’s growth. At Summit Sierra, the use of vibrant colors, large way nding
graphics, glass garage doors and exible shared spaces support the student-centered, self-directed learning approach. The physical
space supports inquiry-based education where students are enabled to drive their own learning. Environments rich in sensory
experiences—sound, smell, taste, touch, and movement—helps students retain and retrieve what they learn.4
Science as a Way of Life. North Central High School infuses STEM education throughout the daily experience of students, both inside
and outside the classroom. The building promotes a truly immersive learning environment, with students "becoming" scientists as
they trade their backpacks for lab coats when they enter class. The students consider themselves scientists because they do genuine
research in biogenetics, in an inspiring architectural environment that celebrates their passion for learning and discovery. This
reinforces the program's belief that the more students can visualize themselves in a research role, the more likely they will be to step
into the role in the future.
In part two we will look at the idea of the “third teacher” and what we as designers can do to help teachers take full advantage of the
opportunities we’ve created for them in and with their school building.
We’d love to hear your thoughts. Send us an email: NACLab@nacarchitecture.com (mailto:NACLab@nacarchitecture.com).
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